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HR Organisational Models



The classic HR model

Business Partners Shared Services Centres of Expertise

Establish relationships with 
customers - line/ business 
units

Deliver HR services Create HR frameworks

Contribute to business unit 
plans

Manage routine processes 
effectively and efficiently 

Develop and introduce 
strategic HR initiatives.

Develop organisational 
capabilities

Often using a single HRIS, 
intranets, portal to provide 
basic information and call 
centres for specific queries

Specialised areas such as 
compensation and benefits, 
employee relations, learning 
and development, talent 
management, OD, staffing, 
diversity, and workforce 
planning

Implement HR practices May be outsourced

Represent central HR Back Office
Often depend on the 
business partners to roll out 
programmes to the business. 

Log needs and coordinate 
HR services

Front Office



The challenge of deciding what HR model

The inherent paradoxes of HR models

Focusing on long term strategic capabilities 
and talent

Keeping admin costs low

Creating a single employee experience Dealing with local employee relations issues

Applying higher level strategic HR skills Delivering against local tactical needs

Driving a central HR agenda Dealing with differing local perceptions

Being part of one central HR team Reporting to local businesses

Creating a harmonious single HR team Being loyal to one element of HR (C&B, L&D 
etc) and competing for limited resources

Operating in a central function Maintaining contact with the business reality

Being a one stop shop Outsourcing or subcontracting activities, 
often with local duplication

Delivering a seamless service to the end 
user

Operating as multiple delivery elements

Allowing a focus on, and the development, of 
deep HR skills

Maintaining wider generalist and commercial 
skills



Issues; Experience has already highlighted a number of issu es with the implementation of the overall 
model: 

Drivers

The model is implemented as a model rather than a solution to a specific business need, resulting in a lack 
of buy in beyond HR and the failure of the model itself to address the underlying issues.

The model is implemented either in its purest form without understanding the capability of the organisation 
to sustain it, or elements of the model are implemented piecemeal without understanding the 
dependencies.

The model is sold as a way to improve service when the real driver is cost control resulting in mismatched 
expectations.

Boundaries

Splitting HR into three parts can create boundary disputes, a lack of joined up thinking and communication 
gaps.  At best there is duplication, things fall through the gaps or there is a lack of coordination.  At worst it 
can even result in open warfare between people in different parts of the model destroying the credibility of 
the whole especially if central staff lose their grasp of reality if they become physically and emotionally 
isolated from the business realities.

The model often fails when there isn’t a real ‘one team’ ethos, a no blame culture and effective open 
communications.

Lines of accountability are not always clearly defined:
• A shared-service centre may deliver the service, but the main customer interface is between the 

business partners and line managers. 
• Business partners may have little or no control over the service delivery, or agreeing what it should 

be, but they often face the consequences if it goes wrong. 

Issues in implementing the overall model



Issues;

Skills

Business partners are often overwhelmed by transactional work so can’t do the strategic element or they 
are overwhelmed by the sheer volume of initiatives coming out of the Centre who fail to prioritise 
effectively.

The model requires very different skill sets in each element but often people’s job title is simply changed 
without understanding the skills required and providing effective job matching, orientation and 
development.

Line Managers

Managers often aren't consulted about changes to the HR model whilst outsourcing fractures long standing 
relationships.  As a result they may view it as a way to offload HR’s unwanted work on to them resulting in 
frustration that there's no longer a one-stop shop to handle all HR matters:

• They may exploit the existence of multiple service channels and go hunting for the answer they 
want. 

• They may play shared-services off against centres of expertise, while also involving business 
partners. 

Issues in implementing the overall model (2) 



Not talking to directors about the 
Ulrich model but about fixing their 

problems

When we get a few things right the 
view of us as an organisation 

changes getting more things right 
than wrong buys us time and right to 

talk about larger issues

Feedback has been really good 
someone has gone back to them to 
deal with issues.  If I have credibility 
it’s not because of what I do but the 

team getting the basics right

This was logically the wrong thing to 
do but it’s a milestone on a bigger 

journey

I either make who I have work or 
decimate and disable the whole 
department.  Can’t do that as we 

need to do things right now to 
support the business but not 

changing is not an option

There needs to be a gear shift in the next 
year taking it to the next stage of evolution 

around clarity, sign on the right people, 
developing the HRBPs, right size and 

composition of the CofE and then tackle 
the knotty issue about how the whole thing 

interacts cooperates and performs”

The idea is being in the business 
really driving processes or changes 
helping the business achieve what it 

needs to achieve not about fitting 
into a model

Much better chance of success if 
you involve vs dictate from the top 

but you have to find the point to stop 
consulting and become directive

I sometimes wonder if there’s a 
myth about HR we’ve built up about 
how flipping complicated it is when it 

isn’t

If you make a big change that’s unpopular 
best to have a strong directorial leadership 

style.  Managers always want to buy in 
sometimes you just have to tell them

If we’re not strategic for six 
months so be it we have to 

get the basics right

It comes down to leadership.  Where you 
have good leaders who understand the 

need for proper people management need, 
for a proper people function, you’ll see a 

properly resourced function



Why have organisations looked at their HR model? 

• Dissatisfaction in many organisations with HR’s contribution to the restructurings 
and mergers in the early 2000’s. 

• Increasing disillusion with HR’s contribution beyond following the latest 
management fad.  

• Calls to reduce the cost of HR and to see harder measures of outcomes

• The move in many businesses to outsource non core activities including HR

• The adoption of ERP systems and the use of these systems to improve and 
systematise administrative and HR processes so they become more efficient and 
consistent whilst linking seamlessly to the front office. 

• The change in organisational models themselves that are trying to balance the 
need for centrally driven efficiencies with locally driven responsiveness.  

• Demand for greater flexibility and business focus.

• A shift in the role of HR from being employee focused to an organisational and 
management focus.

• Providing a stronger business contribution by enhancing HR’s contribution to 
strategic business initiatives.

D
efensive                           P

ositive



Cost

Service 
Excellence

Implementing 
a model

Responding 
to 

organisational 
change

Benchmarking

Feedback 
from the 
business

Globalisation

Relationship between driver and success

What’s the driver?



Drivers:

• Needs to be based on an outside in view

• Starts with value creation for the business

• Ensures value is in the eyes of the perceiver

• Perceivers are the decision makers not second level implementers

Company x example:
Talked to business about their priorities and then 

looked at HR strategy– only a 20% overlap.  HR was 
focusing on cost, the business on sales growth

We constantly lurch from latest big idea so 
preoccupied we lose sight of the fact that no 
one cares.  It’s about delivery vs their needs

I suspect a lot of implementation has been mindless in terms 
of the rationale.  People have aped the model because it’s a 
good idea.  Not enough have thought about the purpose, the 
vision, the business needs ……. haven’t done the why before 

leaping to the what & the how



“HR is like Woolworths – never 
clear what it wants to be.  

There are so many things it 
could be but does it have the 

capability to do them?”



Capability

Challenge

Susta
inable 

flo
w

HR?

T
hrottle back to m

atch 
capability?

Increase capability to 
match desire?



Months

Level of 
innate 
capability

1     3     9     20     60      120 

Elliott Jaques –
not everyone can be a strategic business partner

6

5

4

3

2

1



Managing the white space

STRUCTURES
•One HR Leadership team

•One transformation team – poachers, juniors
•One PMO - Virtual projects involving all three

•Governance – accountabilities, handoffs
•Reporting and budgets

•KAMs responding to business needs
•Right measures linked to variable 
compensation and consequences

•Knowledge Management

Business 
Partners

Shared 
Services

Centres 
of 

Expertise



Many organisations forgot that the HR Leadership team itself is a key part of the 
model

• Clarity about its role and how it operates

• Focus on synergies not silos.  Each HR deliverable is interdependent on others. 
It is critical to think of aligning all HR practices with each other and with the 
industry and strategy.  If they are independent, uncontexted islands they will fail.

• Agenda defined by the business challenges

• Clear deliverables for the business not for HR

• Measure the right things 

• Understand that best practice, irrelevant of the context, is irrelevant.  

• Often about HR leader him/herself.  In many cases has seen that person step up 
to board and picking up additional responsibilities so can’t reach down into nuts 
and bolts: need stronger leadership team to run function. 

The HR Leadership team

Company x example:
L&D submitted its plan and C&B 

submitted its plan – never got together to 
look at an HR plan



My focus in the last twelve months has been 
on getting my senior team on the journey,  

This hasn't been as quick or successful as I 
had hoped

Begun to question if the leadership team are 
clear enough

Should have been moved out sooner as he 
was a blocker for his team.  Now they're 6/9 

months behind.  We had an exit plan but 
kept him in place which meant the problem 

festered

My biggest learning point has been you can’t 
underestimate the amount of support, 
education encouragement of the team

The key has been creating one 
team, engendering better working 

relationships less duplication

If people worry about solid or dotted lines 
they aren’t worrying about what matters 

about the fundamental underlying problem



Managing the white space

BEHAVIOURS:
•Trust, collaboration, no egos 

•Continuous engagement – real listening
•Shared understanding of and respect for 

everyone’s role (real expertise)
•Time to build one team – developing 
behaviours together, time on problem 

solving not reporting
•Recruit, develop, coach, move

•Manage tensions

Business 
Partners

Shared 
Services

Centres 
of 

Expertise



Line Managers



• In many technical areas people have been promoted into line management roles not because they are good at 
managing but because they are technically good.  

• If they aren’t skilled up BPs will be drawn in to support and advise

• Still have a huge expectation of handholding

• Need to articulate clearly what they won’t get and where to go to get it, not we haven’t got enough resource to 
support you

• Need to reeducate line managers not to go to easiest solution e.g. HRBP but it is more than an e mail

• Also educate HRBP not to deal with query but push them back to SSC route

• There is a role for workshops etc but there is no substitute for face to face engagement to build their 
competence and confidence: this places a burden on HRBP to educate line managers 

• Underpinning it all is an agreed common ethos of who’s role it is to manage people

Line managers

This leader who’s dealing 
with senior managers is **** 

at managing people but 
made a go of it messed it up 
and now expects us to fix it

Have seen 21% increase in 
volume after communications

Normally I would have said 
guys just run it but they need 
my help to learn how to do it.  

It’s a matter of survival

We did an analysis of performance 
management and the clear 

conclusion was that the people 
who made best use of the system 

were the worst managers



HR Business Partners

86%

14%

HRBP SSC



The business partner role

Research by the Corporate 
Executive Board in 2009 showed 
that regardless of the model, the 
HRBP role has the greatest impact 
on overall HR effectiveness.  

86%

14%

HRBP SSC

% contribution to 
HR effectiveness. 



Common elements of the business partner role

”Local Business Units”

”Group Centre”

Delivering local HR

Delivering 
global HR 

locally

Providing 
local insights 

into global 
HRCore elements of 

the role



Common elements of the business partner role

CENTRE OUT
• Communicating HR initiatives, 

policies and procedures to 
employees and managers

• Making sure that vision 
statements get transformed 

into specific behaviours

LOCAL IN:
• Using business insights to drive change 

in people management practices 
• Tracking trends in employee 

behaviours and engagement
• Identifying talent issues before they 

affect the business
• Intelligence gathering of good people 

management practices

LOCAL:
• Quickly responding to line manager 

questions and employee needs 
• Resolving political problems in the execution 

of business plans

CORE:
• Building the organisation’s capacity to deliver 

value and embrace and capitalise on change
• Being a member of the management team
• Diagnostic, consultative, and organization 

development work



Stop using the term and 
start acting the part

Not calling it business partnering 
simply aligning people closer to the 
business.  The key isn’t just reacting 

but working alongside people to 
work out what’s going wrong before 

it goes wrong

Have been accepted by line get a 
good reception they see the need 

what’s difficult is carving out the time 
to do the strategic stuff

I spent six months 
embedding myself in 

the business

They’re not partners 
they’re part of my 

management team I 
don’t call the other 

members of my team 
partners

I invite their opinion outside 
their domain, then it really 

clicks, they’re a well rounded 
business professional whose 
opinion I value on all things

I find myself almost becoming the chief of 
staff to the CEO

Very easy to say I’m a BP 
now so I’m strategic and 

important so I don’t dirty my 
hands.  Those who tried this 

failed

In my very can do mentality I fell 
into the trap where because I 

wasn't getting a response I was 
plugging the gaps, quicker if I do 
it.  This was wrong it just burned 

me out.  I did it to please my 
client

It’s more than HR it’s 
someone who can see the 
vision of what you can do 

with your people to get where 
you want to be

The BP is the spider in the middle of the web 
bringing together HR expertise and business 

aspects



Managing culture 
and making 

change happen

Challenging and 
influencing line 

behaviors based 
on trust

Understanding 
the theory and 
practice of HR

Knowing about 
strategy, markets, 
and the economy

Knowing the business, 
the intricacies of what 
the line actually does 
and how the business 

makes money

Business partner skills

Holding themselves 
accountable for 

outcomes

Customising or 
implementing 

HR solutions in 
creative ways

Networking

Knowing the senior 
management team, 

being politically 
savvy 

Communicating 
clearly

Being objective –
involved in the 

business but able 
to step back

Persuading line 
managers of the need 
for new or existing HR 

programmes 

Believing in 
themselves 

and HR

Having personal 
credibility



Believing in 
themselves 

and HR
Managing culture 

and making 
change happen

Challenging and 
influencing line 

behaviors based 
on trust

Understanding 
the theory and 
practice of HR

Knowing about 
strategy, markets, 
and the economy

Knowing the business, 
the intricacies of what 
the line actually does 
and how the business 

makes money

Business partner skills

Having personal 
credibility

Customising or 
implementing 

HR solutions in 
creative ways

Networking

Knowing the senior 
management team, 

being politically 
savvy 

Communicating 
clearly

Being objective –
involved in the 

business but able 
to step back

Persuading line 
managers of the need 
for new or existing HR 

programmes 

Holding themselves 
accountable for 

outcomes



You can’t call your self a 
business partner if you don’t 

know the business

Not knowing the business and 
asking to be called a business 

partner is cheeky

“Expecting them to understand 
HR when you haven’t taken the 
time and trouble to understand 

the business is arrogant

I asked them who knew who Porter 
was and half the group didn’t know 
who he is.  Smart people but didn’t 

have the background

Not everyone is equipped to make the 
jump.  We made the mistake at the 

beginning that HRBPs would suddenly 
become strategic when what we really 
need is to be a partner to the business 

much of which is tactical

I’m looking for the person who 
agonises who preps who calls a 
spade a spade gives balanced 

feedback to someone who scares 
the bejeabors out of them

Need more analytical mind than 
traditional HR wouldn’t give roles to 
someone who isn’t highly numerate.  
If someone acts on hunches rather 
than data then they’ll be absolutely 

crucified

If I want to be 
appreciated I need 

to go elsewhere

It’s a myth about business 
knowledge sometimes you 

need to have the balls to hold 
the mirror up and ask if you 

really want to do this

Whatever you write in the job description is 
relevant it’s the people you put in box which 

is critical



Business partner attitudes

Old New

Do what I enjoy/good at/comfortable with/easy Do what business needs, focus where biggest challenges are

This is what I need from them to make my life easy This is what I need to do to create value

They’re idiots wasting my time I’m here to help that’s why I exist

Doing HR Really understanding the business, walking in their shoes

Sitting back Asking the tough questions

Me My network

Finding a colleague to blame Taking accountability, one HR

Being liked – so doing whatever I’m asked Willing to challenge as a true partner not a servant

Busy busy busy Focused, carving out time for strategic business critical stuff

Inside-out, now-forward thinking Outside-in, future-back thinking

Protect the status quo Embrace change

Risk is for finance Risk is my core role

Reacting to anecdotes, noise, demands Proactive based on data and analysis

Design Deliver

Absolutes Shades of grey

You can’t do that because…… The implications and risks of doing that are……..

Facilitation True strategic OD

How do you assess and develop these attitudes?

It’s about an attitude



Old New

Do what I enjoy/good at/comfortable with/easy Do what business needs, focus where biggest challenges are

This is what I need from them to make my life easy This is what I need to do to create value

They’re idiots wasting my time I’m here to help that’s why I exist

Doing HR Really understanding the business, walking in their shoes

Sitting back Asking the tough questions

Me My network

Finding a colleague to blame Taking accountability, one HR

Being liked – so doing whatever I’m asked Willing to challenge as a true partner not a servant

Busy busy busy Focused, carving out time for strategic business critical stuff

Inside-out, now-forward thinking Outside-in, future-back thinking

Protect the status quo Embrace change

Risk is for finance Risk is my core role

Reacting to anecdotes, noise, demands Proactive based on data and analysis

Design Deliver

Absolutes Shades of grey

You can’t do that because…… The implications and risks of doing that are……..

Facilitation True strategic OD

Can non HR people who have the right attitudes be H R Business Partners?

Business partner attitudes



Business Partnering – key lessons:

• Clarity of expectations of what BP role is – key is demystify it

• Raise them from tactical to “maintain their view of the landscape”, from people to 
organisational

• Hold people accountable for behaviour

• Spend time with them, setting example, giving feedback, coaching, it never ends

• Encourage sharing between BPs

• Must have confidence in transactional HR

• Fix BAU before focusing on strategy

• Be clear when recruiting what you are looking for –
– do they talk about HR or the business?
– have they dealt with tough executives?
– can they engage line?
– can they connect to colleagues? 
– can they garner resources in a matrix? 
– do they think systemically?

• With existing not just can they do it but do they want to do it?

• As roles get bigger need more senior people

• Some will never make it……………..



Centres of Expertise



There are lots of different Centres of Expertise

Strategic Workforce Planning

Training and Development

Support for specialist BUs

Health and Safety

Resourcing

Compensation and Benefits

Communications

HRIS

Talent

Organisational effectiveness
Organisational Development

Recruitment

Talent and Resourcing

Health and Welfare

Employee Relations
PMO



• Don’t define excellence theoretically but based on business context/need

• Sponsorship is key – take time to get engagement

• Credibility is critical:

• Real expertise (Pensions, C&B obvious but everyone thinks they can do L&D, talent) - A lot 
of OD people aren’t true deep OD experts but simply facilitators

• Less ‘hobbyism’ more rigour, simplicity, value for money, standardisation, speed

• Not a consultant but someone who fixes things

• Move from ‘I am the expert you do this’ ‘nothing gets done without my approval’ to advice 
and guidance

• Adding value to business, build on issues raised by business, tangible outcomes

• Talk in real language

• Focus where critical risks are vs creating a cumbersome process

• Translate it into ‘what does it look like for me?’ ‘what does it do for me?’

• Only then connect it all up and show where it’s going

• Need more robust, involving, design phase to prevent customisation later

• Control through budget and procurement rules to avoid duplication and customisation

• Doesn’t have to be at Centre can be dispersed

Centres of Expertise



Of course I communicate 
with the L&D person she sits 

just across the aisle and 
whenever she comes over 
with a question I talk to her

Talking about new leadership 
behaviours if the techies get 

hold of it all sorts of 
competencies levels etc it’s all 
psycho babble.  I know what I 
need to change can you just 

get on with helping my people 
change

I think there are a lot of people 
in HR who don’t like 

responsibility much happier 
talking about what’s wrong 

than doing something about it.

Where it fails is where 
the CofE person says
‘this is my sandbox 

get out of it’

Their mentality was they were 
there to deliver what their 

boss wanted they didn’t see 
the business as consumers to 

provide a service to

If I look at L&D I look are we pushing
boundaries of talent and leadership, are 
we stimulating people, are we moving 
people up is calibre improving are we 

equipping ourselves with the skills of the 
future.  These are outcome measures

Don’t open the curtains when 
it’s too conceptual too big to 
be achievable progress by 

stealth

Danger is they go straight from uni 
into an OD role, get to £90k job and 
won’t go backward into BP role so 

they never get the contextual 
knowledge.  Biggest danger is they 

work for a generalist boss who 
doesn’t know what a good one 

looks like



• See CofE as a service to the business and to HRBPs

• Communicate and meet constantly 

• Constant feedback to create trust

• Bandwidth to really listen and understand not sell 

• Must react to their needs or their insights will dry up 

• Know when to hand off to them 

• Don’t tread on their toes 

• Recognise pressure on an HRBP with 800 clients

• Ultimate responsibility with HRBPs

• Must be willing to analyse data from HRBPs and SSCs to find trends

• Work with HRBPs to help them understand how to get best out of CofE so they become a 
delivery resource 

• CofE isn’t just about direct reports but about building natural working teams of all those who 
need to be involved who become the eyes and ears of the CofE

Centres of Expertise and the business partners



Shared Service Centres



SSCs – key learnings:

• Never underestimate your current state – data quality, system, processes (especially what 
isn’t HR but historically has been) – harmonise first then implement system, don’t allow 
customisation

• Don’t rush once you build it based on an assumption it’s easier to change the assumption 
than unwind the solution (danger is being forced to do something you know is wrong due to 
cost pressure)

• Programme management is key – risk mitigation, end user experience, etc

• Recognise SSC roles are different, ensure you retain key people (often suffer from high 
turnover)

• SSCs require detail, facts, implementation skills – not always what HR is best at!

• Don’t over engineer processes – balance cost and service

• Recognise not everything is standard

• Not all end users are white collar; familiar with IT (or even have access to IT)

• Not all front line employees speak English

• HRBP will never lose all admin so don’t oversell it

• HRBP must feel shared accountability for success of SSC

• Keep SSC up to speed on changes in the business

There is no compelling reason why it 
has anything to do with HR. HR needs 
to define the spec but leave managing 

it up to experts in running admin 
processes, installing ERP systems, 
outsourcing.  This is about legacy 

functions that don’t need to be owned 
by historical parent.



In ideal world would spent more time 
testing but we were driven by cost 

pressure to take heads out and 
recognised biggest risk was not having 

IT

Took HR admin headcount 
out of businesses but still all 
sorts of activities we haven’t 
been able to get rid of that 

are on HRBP plate

We used to have bobbies on the beat 
who can nip things in the bud with the 
outsourcing it felt like we’d rounded up 

all the police officers put them in a 
building and locked the door.  Then we 
wondered why there was chaos on the 

streets

We deliver a process not a 
service and then hid behind 

the process when it goes 
wrong

What underpins this is standardise and 
simplify most HR people want to do the 

opposite they like the intellectual stimulus 
HR people are dreadful at overengineering 

things

We trusted 3rd party to design and 
implement so lost view of what we were 

walking in to



SSCs outsourcing– key learnings:

• If you outsource 3rd party management is a different skill set

• Spend time on due diligence

• Make sure outsourcer gets HR

• Don’t trust third party to design the processes

• Outsource admin not what requires judgement, sensitivity, subtlety, or contextual understanding

• Spend time getting the incentives right (quality vs quantity), especially for smaller Bus

• You will need fact base to manage the relationship

• Problems aren’t always with outsourcer but can be with line manager



Limitations of reporting service SLAs alone

• SLAs are useful for service provider management and for the 
service provider only

• If you want to engage HR Leaders and the business you can’t rely 
on them alone.

• A whole ship of greens won’t trump real customer examples or 
placate unhappy customers

…In fact a gap between measures and experience often raises more 
questions!

Pitfalls of measuring and reporting on service 
performance.THE SERVICES

ARE

CR*P!

But the 
SLAs
are all 
green?



HR – the future

HR needs to respond to what are going to 
be challenging times.  We are in a 
fundamentally different environment:

•In the private sector it is unlikely that we 
will return to the high growth model for 
several years

•In the public sector the bank bailouts and 
slower growth/lower tax revenues will 
have a serious impact on spending

•In the charity sector there will be a 
smaller pool of funding and greater 
demands from society for their services.



In this environment HR needs to understand what this means not drive an irrelevant HR agenda, to do more than 
traditional reactive HR based on best practice but to focus on:

•The risks and implications of a lower growth econom y, opening the eyes of line management to what they need 
to think about, from a capability, culture, structure and engagement perspective, to respond effectively.

•Organisational distinctiveness ; what is the source of competitive advantage, how to position the organisation to 
grab value from others, whether this be through customer service, volume or creating niche markets.  Then doing this 
across a portfolio of businesses, geographies vs business lines, collaborating vs competing.

•Responding to a broader stakeholder agenda rather than focusing purely on shareholder needs where the needs of 
society, sustainability and the environmental agenda will become increasingly important. 

•A much tighter financial environment; what was good enough in the past won’t be good enough in the future, more 
simplification and standardisation.

•Responding systemically , since it’s the overall mix and interplay of the different elements of the HR agenda rather 
than the individual elements that will be key.  Indeed is it purely HR or a broader non operational focus including 
finance, IT etc?

•Creating a transformational corporate culture where people have common relationships, shared values, can 
articulate what really matters to the company, all agree on the single most critical issue.  We live in a world where 
companies are globalising fast but we have tended to end up with loose confederations rather than single 
transformational cultures

•Accelerating local capabilities in global organisations.  Many global organisations know how to accelerate 
leadership globally through expatriation but don’t know how to accelerate local talent faster.

•Being data rational and really using information strategically.  

•Driving a long term skills agenda in partnership with governments, universities, schools, etc

•Make the statement “People are our most important asset” live – balancing employee advocacy with value creation

HR – the future



• Role of business leader is critical in setting context for HR

• Implement a solution to business needs not a model – use business input 
to create case and secure buy in

• Get engagement and buy in from key stakeholders within and without HR

• Theoretical model vs flexing to suit business needs

• It’s a journey – scenario planning, pilot, build on success to get credibility, 
establish the HRBP role, get it accepted, get the SSC proficient, establish 
high standards, deliver, build a position of success then deal with problems 
from position of strength.

• HR leadership team: quality, role, focus critical including a “Relentless’
HRD

• Move blockers out sooner

• Communications especially to line managers but also to employees and 
HR community

• Recognise cultural differences – (US vs Europe isn’t all the same), also 
within businesses (ops vs professional)

Overall journey: key learnings


